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OBSTRUCTIONS AND HYPERSURFACE SECTIONS

(MINIMALLY ELLIPTIC SINGULARITIES)

KURT BEHNKE AND JAN ARTHUR CHRISTOPHERSEN

Abstract. We study the obstruction space T2 for minimally elliptic surface

singularities. We apply the main lemma of our previous paper [3] which relates

T2 to deformations of hypersurface sections. To use this we classify general

hypersurface sections of minimally elliptic singularities. As in the rational sin-

gularity case there is a simple formula for the minimal number of generators

for T2 as a module over the local ring. This number is in many cases (e.g. for

cusps of Hubert modular surfaces) equal to the vector space dimension of T2 .

1. INTRODUCTION

We continue the investigation, started in [3], of the obstruction space T2.

Recall that if ¿ is the versal base space of an isolated singularity X, then its

tangent space at the special point is the so-called T% . If dime Txx = x, then we

may think of ¿ lying in (CT, 0). Let 75 be its ideal, mT the maximal ideal at

0 in CT and let * denote the C dual of a vector space. There is an injective

"obstruction map" (Is/mxIs)* *-* T\ • We refer, f°r example, to [3] and the

bibliography there for definitions and properties of these modules.

This time we study minimally elliptic singularities. These are often consid-

ered the next simplest normal surface singularities, at least only the rational

singularities have been more studied. If X is the minimal resolution of our

surface singularity X, the conditions are that dim/71 (X, tf~) = 1 and that X

is Gorenstein. Such singularities were first examined by Laufer in [9]. (See also

[10].)
The results on the T2 of minimally elliptic singularities are similar to the

ones we found in the rational case in [3]. (We recall the statements from [3] in

§2 so the reader may compare.) Our main result is

Theorem 6.1.1. For a minimally elliptic surface singularity of embedding dimen-

sion n + 1 > 5, and f the defining equation of a general hypersurface section,

1. The minimal number of generators of T\   as an  tfx   module is

(n + 1)(« - 4)/2. Moreover, if m^ is the maximal ideal, then mxT\ =
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2. If the exceptional curve of the blow up of the maximal ideal is reduced—

i.e. if the fundamental divisor on the minimal resolution is reduced on

non-(-2) curves—then dim Tx - (n + l)(n - 4)/2.

We remark that (2) just means that all minimally elliptic singularities with

fundamental divisor of the minimal resolution isomorphic to a Kodaira elliptic

curve have dimT2 = (n + l)(n - 4)/2. Among these are the simply elliptic

singularities, the cusps, and the triangle singularities with their nonquasihomo-
geneous satellites.

The structure of the proof is also the same as in [3], though some of the

arguments are new. Everything is built on the Main Lemma of [3] which is

a formula relating T2 to the deformations of hypersurface sections. We state

the lemma in §2. We want to apply it to the general hypersurface section of a
minimally elliptic singularity. It turns out that such a curve must be Gorenstein

with ô invariant equal «+1 where n is the embedding dimension of the curve.

We give a classification (which may be of more general interest) of such curves

in §3—they are easily described and we call them elliptic partition curves.

We give an example of a minimally elliptic singularity with nonreduced tan-

gent cone and dim T2 > (n + l)(n - 4)/2.

2. Hypersurface sections and T2

We recall here some of the results from [3], the most important being the

Main Lemma of that paper. We rely on [3] for the notation used here for the

cotangent modules. We include also the classification of generic hypersurface

sections of rational singularities and the main result on T2 from that paper

so the reader may compare with the corresponding statements about minimally

elliptic singularities in this paper.

2.1.   Let X be the germ of an analytic space of positive dimension and

f:X^(C,0)

a germ of an analytic function, i.e. f £ cfx the local ring of X at 0. We will

say that Y = f~x(0) is a hypersurface section of A" if f e m^- (the maximal

ideal of germs vanishing at 0) and / is a nonzero divisor in <fx ■ We will from

now on assume that Y is an isolated singularity.

Since / : X —> (C, 0) is a flat deformation of Y , there is a map j: : (C, 0) —»

¿ where ¿ is the base space of the versal deformation of Y. Define e¡ to be

the dimension of the Zariski tangent space of ¿ at the generic point of the curve

7(C). If X was an isolated singularity and 0 was an isolated critical point for

/, then f : X —» (C, 0) is a smoothing; i.e. the generic fiber is smooth. In this

case a general point j(t) is smooth and ey is the dimension of the irreducible

smoothing component containing j(C, 0).

Let tfx = C{t} be the local ring of (C, 0) at 0. Then tfx is an cfx module

via t *-> f. There is a natural map (call it a) from the relative cotangent

cohomology module Tx(tfx/(fx ; tfx) to TY . In the proof of Wahl's conjecture

on the dimension of smoothing components, Greuel and Looijenga [4] show that

e¡ = dime Im(a). Using this and some standard results about the cotangent

complex [3, 1.3] we get our Main Lemma.
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Main Lemma. If Y = f~x(0) is a hypersurface section of X and an isolated

singularity then

1. There is a long exact sequence

Tx(cfx/(fx;cfx) ^Tx^T2It2^T2 -»..-

... —t jx —* ix —y iY —>•••.

2. diroc(T}/fT}) - rk^, T2 = dimc T\-ef.
3. If f is a smoothing of Y then e¡ is the dimension of the smoothing

component of f and dimc(Tx / fTx) = dime T\ - e$.     D

2.2. The generic hypersurface sections of rational singularities are what we

called partition curves. They are exactly the curve singularities with minimal

possible delta invariant with respect to embedding dimension.

If a curve Y is the union of Yx and Y2, it is called decomposable if the

Zariski tangent spaces of Yx and Y2 have only the point 0 in common. We say

that Y is the wedge of Yx and Y2 , notation Y = Y\ V Y2.
For m a positive integer, let Y(m) c Cm be the monomial curve with

semigroup generated by m, m + I, ... ,2m - I (the ordinary semigroup of
genus m - 1).  In parametric form Y(m) is given by the map v : C —► Cm

sending / to v(t) = (tm , ... , t2m~x). Let m = mx H-\-mr be a partition of

m . The partition curve associated with mx, ... , mr is the wedge of monomial

curves

Y(mx,... , mr) = Y(mx)V---VY(mr),

where
Y{m¡) c cm< c cm = c" e • • • e cm'.

For example if m — 3 we have three partitions. Y(\, 1, 1) is three lines in

general position in C3, 7(2, 1) is a cusp in the (zx, Z2)-plane and the z3-axis,

and y (3) is just the monomial curve described above.

For our purpose the main fact about partition curves is the following propo-

sition in [3].

Proposition 2.2.1. Let X be a reduced curve singularity of embedding dimension

n.

1. The delta invariant of X is at least n - 1.

2. ô = n - 1  if and only if X is a partition curve.    □

That these curves are actually the general hypersurface sections of rational

singularities follows now immediately from a result of Morales, which we also

need in this paper (see [3, 4.2.1], and Proposition 4.1.1 of this paper).

2.3. The main result of [3] was the following theorem on T2 for rational

singularities. For a singularity X, let n + 1 = dim m/m2, i.e. the embedding

dimension of the singularity. For a rational singularity let E = (J E¿ be the

exceptional divisor of the minimal resolution and Z the fundamental cycle.

Theorem 2.3.1. For a rational surface singularity X of embedding dimension

n + 1 > 4 and f the defining equation of a generic hypersurface section,

1. The minimal number of generators of Tx as cfx moduleis (n-l)(n-3).

Moreover, if mx is the maximal ideal, then mx Tx = fTx .
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2. If the fundamental cycle Z is reduced and if for any connected subgraph

E' c E with Z-E' = 0 the self-intersection number E' -E' = -2 or

-3, then dimc Tx = (n - l)(n - 3).
3. If X is a quotient singularity then dimc Tx = (n - l)(n - 3).   D

The condition in part (2) of the theorem means that the first blow up of

the singularity has only rational double or triple points as singularities. This

implies that the tangent cone has a finite-dimensional T2 which we compute to

bound Tx . The proof of Theorem 6.1.1 goes along the same lines as the proof

of Theorem 2.3.1.

3.  GORENSTEIN CURVE SINGULARITIES WITH MINIMAL DELTA INVARIANT

3.1. For an isolated Gorenstein curve singularity (7,0) of embedding dimen-

sion n, n > 3, the delta invariant has value at least n + 1. We show in this

section that the Gorenstein curve singularities of delta invariant n + 1 can be

described rather explicitly. We call such singularities elliptic partition curves.

3.2. We begin by recalling some of the notions and results of § 3.1.3 of our paper

[3]. The main tool we used there was the decomposition of curve singularities

as wedges of simpler singularities together with some formulas which compute

numerical invariants like, e.g., the delta invariant from the building blocks.
If Y is the union of Yx and Y2 with no component in common, and 1^ is the

ideal of Yk in an ambient C" , /c = 1,2, the intersection number i(Yx,Y2) =

dimc<^c",o/(^i + h) • We need the assertions of three lemmas from [3, §3.1.3].

Lemma 3.2.1. Let Y = Yx U Y2 be a union of two curve singularities.

1. Y = Yx V Y2 if and only if i(Yx, Y2) = 1 (cf. 1.2).
2. If ô, Sx, S2 are the delta invariants of Y, Yx, and Y2 ,

ô = ôx+ô2 + i(Yx,Y2).

3. In particular if Y has r irreducible components Yx, ... , Yr,

ô >ôx-\-\-ôr + r- I

with equality if and only if Y = 7 V • • • V Yr.
A. For Y a wedge of Yx and Y2, the Cohen-Macaulay types t, tx, and t2

are linked by the formula t = tx + t2 + 1. Here we set t¡ = 0 formally if Y¡ is

a smooth branch. In particular the only Gorenstein curve singularity which is a

wedge is the ordinary plane double point.   D

3.3. Let n > 2 be an integer. We are going to define a set of curve singularities

Yp> P = (P\ ,■■■■> Pr) a partition of n + 1, Gorenstein and with embedding

dimension n and delta invariant ô = n + 1. We call Yp the elliptic partition
curve associated with the partition p.

If p = (n + 1) let Yp be the monomial curve with semigroup

{0, n+l, ... ,2n,2n + 2, ...},

i.e., with gap set {1,2, ... , n,2n + l} .
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For p = (px, ... , pr) with r > 2 the curve Yp is reducible, with irreducible

components Y(p¡) (cf. §2.2). Choose linear subspaces V¡ = Cp¡ in C" in

general position, and embed the corresponding monomial curve Y, into V¡.

Let Yp = Yx U • • • U Yr.
More explicitly one can choose a linear embedding

Denote by Y' the wedge

Yx V---V Yr_> cCPl ©•••©Cp'-1

and put 7 c CPr in general position relative to CPl,..., CPr-[. General posi-

tion means that the projection of the tangent line of Yr to CPi does not map

into the osculating hyperplane of Y,, i.e. the hyperplane generated by the first

Pi - 1 basis vectors in the standard representation of Y,■■, i = 1, ... , r - 1.

Obviously Yp has embedding dimension n . For the delta invariant observe

that the wedge Y' has ô' = £•"/(# - 1) + r- 2 by [3]. The delta invariant of
the last component is pr - 1, and the intersection number i(Y', Yr) = 2 as can

easily be seen from a parametrization we display in the proof of Proposition
3.4.1.

Examples. The most immediate examples are for n = 2 the ordinary triple

point (p = (1, 1, 1)), the union of a plane cusp and a line, different from
the tangent line of the cusp (p = (2, 1)), and the plane curve singularity with

equation y3 = x4 .

If n — A, and the partition is (3,2) then we have equations

2 3     2   2     3
XXX^ ,      XXX^ ,      X2Xt, — X4 , X2X$ — X3 , X2  — X3.X4 — xx .

Observe that these are the Pfaffians of the alternating (5 x 5)-matrix

/   0 -x\ x2 -x2 X4 \

x2       0 —x2 X4 -x-}

-x2 x2 0 xx 0

x2 -Xn, -xx 0 0

\-x4 x3 0 0 0  )

For general n the singularity of n + 1 lines through the origin in complex n-

space is the elliptic partition curve which corresponds to n+l = 1-1-hi. The

ideal of the monomial curve corresponding to the partition (n + l) is generated

(not minimally though) by the (2 x 2)-minors of the "array"

Xx X2 ■■• Xn — 3 Xn— 1 Xn—2

x2 X^ • • • Xn—2 Xn Xn—1

«A-4    ^5     ' ' '        Xfi Xi

It is easy to see from an explicit parametrization, say, that all the elliptic

partition curves are quasihomogeneous curve singularities. Moreover it will

become clear in the proof of Proposition 3.4.1 that elliptic partition curves only

depend on the partition, i.e. that there are no moduli.
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3.4.   The main result of this section is

Proposition 3.4.1. An isolated Gorenstein curve singularity of embedding dimen-

sion n and minimal delta invariant n + l is isomorphic to an elliptic partition

curve Yp for some partition p = (px, ... , pr) of n + 1.

Proof. Let Y = Yx U • • • U Yr be the decomposition into irreducible components.

Then by Lemma 3.2.1,
r r-\

(1) «+l=a(Y) = £<*(Y/) + £/(Y1U---UYi, YM).

f=l ¡=i

If we denote the embedding dimension of the branch Y, by «, we have S(Y¡) >

«, - 1. Also Y?i=i ni - n + 1 ' because Y is not a wedge (we exclude the trivial

case of an ordinary double point here). All the intersection numbers in (1) are

at least one, and they cannot be all equal to one, again because Y is not a

wedge. We conclude that either Y is irreducible or

r-1

^(/(Y,U---UY,, Yi+1)-l) = l.

;=1

This means in the last case that Y, is the monomial curve with semigroup

{0,m, ...,2/ii-l,...} [3,3.3.1].

Case 1. Y is irreducible. It follows from the Gorenstein property of Y that

the value semigroup is symmetric (cf. [8]). The only possibility is

{0,n + l,n + 2, ... ,2n,2n + 2,2n + 3, ...}

and as in (3.3.1) of [3] we see that Y is the monomial curve with the given

semigroup.

Case 2. Assume now that Y has at least two branches. Then there is one

intersection number in (1) equal to 2. Necessarily it must be the last one. We

shall investigate how in this case the curve Y can be built from its components.

Let n : Y -» Y be the normalization map, and let Y, be the smooth curve

mapped onto the branch Y, under n . We can find parameters tx, ... , tr of

Y\,... ,Yr, local coordinates

Xx   x , ... , XX > n¡ , X2 j j , ... , X2> n2 , ... , Xr_ 1,1, • • ■ , Xr— x > Hr   t , Xr  x , . . . , Xr <f¡r—X

around 0 in C" , and holomorphic power series

/l, 1 , • • ■ , J\ ,«| > • • • , Jr—\ , 1 , • • • , Jr— 1 , n,_i > Jr, I , • • • > Jr, n,-\

such that the map n looks as indicated in Table 1 on page 182.

Since the branch Yr is a monomial curve with ordinary semigroup {0, n,,

nr+ 1, ... , 2nr- 1, ...} the orders of the power series f¡j(tr) are at least nr.

The intersection number i(Yx U • •• U Yr_i, Yr) = 2 translates into the fact that

the orders of the power series fr,\, ■ ■■ , fr,n,-\ leave out exactly one value in

the range nr, ... , 2nr - 1 . To see this observe that the ideal of functions on C"

which vanish on Yx U- ■ -U Yf_ i is generated by the coordinates xr,i,..., xr,nr-\

and a set of power series in the other coordinates which have quadratic initial

forms. So

¿(Y,U---U7r_,, Yr)

> dimC(C{fij}/(fr,i,...,/,,»_,) +(/l. 1, ...,/r-l, r,_,)2)

whence the claim.
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Local duality tells us which of the orders is actually missing. The module of

Rosenlicht differentials

wY = {n £ Qi(*)| res(/f/) =0V/e <9Y >0},

where £1L(*) means meromorphic 1-forms with poles at most at the distin-

guished points of Y¡, and res(fn) is the sum of all residues in the ordinary

sense, is the dualizing module of Y. It is a cyclic module because Y is Goren-

stein, and the length of the factor space (a>y/«*Qy) is ôy - n + 1 by local

duality.
We can at once write down n independent meromorphic elements of coy :

dtx dtx dtr dtr
-¡nr,---, -2-,...,-p,...,-2-,

dtx     dt2 dtr-X     dtr

tx       t2 tr-X       tr

The missing form no must be a generator of coy , and all its multiples have to be

linear combinations of these meromorphic forms and holomorphic differentials.

We conclude that the order of pole of r]o in t¡ is 2«,, so that we can assume

i=X   „=l li

Multiplication by xr,x, ... ,xr,n,-\ gives us a differential form

fr,j(tr)¿Zar,v-¡rch-r

which must have vanishing residue. So we see that the power series fr<i have

orders nr, ... , 2nr - 2. After an obvious coordinate change we arrive at the

following representation of the normalization map (Table 2).

From this representation it is not difficult to compute the generator no of

coy :

E^A ,        dtj        dtr

i=\    v = \ li lr

In particular the coefficient /?,,„, # 0, and we have proved that the tangent

line of the component Yr does not project into an osculating hyperplane of

one of the other branches Y¡■, i < r — 1, which are defined by y,->Bj = 0. In

the last step of the proof we want to show that Y is actually isomorphic to

a standard elliptic partition curve. In particular this would imply that elliptic

partition curves have no moduli. To this end we assume that we only have

two components: an ordinary monomial curve and a line, not in the osculating

hyperplane. Indeed, the projection to C"1+ +"r-' of the last component Yr is

a line, and the coordinate transformations still to come will only affect one of

the coordinate blocks y, ; i, ... , y,, „, at a time.

Let the two components of Y be parametrized by

t~(yx,...,y„) = (tn,...,t2n-[),

s*-+(yl}... ,yn) = (cxs,..., cns),       cn^0.
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We want to show that we can perform coordinate transformations both in 5, t

and in yx, ... , yn such that the parameterization in the new variables is

tx~(y'x,...,y'n) = (tx,...,t2"-x),

sx~(y[,...,y'n) = (0,...,0,sx).

Isolated curve singularities are finitely determined in the sense that if the para-

metrizations of the components agree up to a certain finite order then two given

curves are actually isomorphic. For example, by [6, Theorem B] it is sufficient

to check an isomorphism modulo m;+1, where j > 33 + 1.

First let y\ = y¡ - CiC~xyn, i = 1, ... , n - 1, and y'n = y„. Then in

y'-coordinates the line is parametrized by 5 1-» (0, ... , 0, c„s), and rescaling

sx = cns gives us what we want it to be.

The first component now has the parametrization

t~(y'x,...,y'n) = (tn-cxt2n-x,...,t2n-2-cn-Xt2n-x,t2n-x).

We apply a parameter transformation of the form

t = Pit' + p2(t')2 + ■ ■ ■ + pn(t')n ,       px¿0,

to kill the term of order 2« - 1 in y[(t'), ... , y'„_x(t') ■ To find such a trans-

formation observe that for the vanishing of the coefficient of (t')2"~x in y'¡(t')

we get (n - 1) quasihomogeneous equations in the n variables px, ... , p„ .

For example the coefficient of t' in y'n_x is

p2n-\(2n-2)p2-cn-xp2x) = 0.

So we can now assume that the power series (which are in fact polynomials)

y\ (f), ... , yn-X(t') have orders n , ... , 2n-2, and zero coefficient at (t')2"~x.

Next we eliminate all the terms of order n + i, ... , 2n-2 from y\ by a routine

process. We begin by adding a suitable multiple of y'n_x to y'n_2, in order to

kill the coefficient of (t')2n~2 in y'n_2. A linear combination of y'n_x and y'n_2

added to y'n_3 annihilates its terms of order 2« - 2 and 2n - 3. We keep

on doing this until we arrive at coordinates y",..., y'¿_ x, y„ = yn such that

y'l(t') = (t')n+'-x+ terms of order at least 2« .

Each integer bigger than 2« - 1 can be represented as a nonnegative linear

combination of n, ... ,2n - 2. Hence by adding monomials in y'¿, k —

1, ... , n - 1, to y'l, i = 1, ... , n, we can substitute any term in the power

series y"(t') by a polynomial which has higher order as a power series. After

finitely many steps there are no terms left modulo m3<5+1 , and by a final change

of coordinates we get what we want.   G

3.5. Recall that the partition curve corresponding to n + 1 = nx + ■ ■ ■ + nr

is just the wedge of the corresponding monomial curves in C"+1. We have

thus shown that the image of a partition curve Y(nx, ... , nr) <-> C"+1 under

a general linear projection C"+1 -> C" is an elliptic partition curve and that

every elliptic partition curve arises that way.

4. Elliptic partition curves as hypersurface sections

of minimally elliptic singularities

4.1. We show that the general hypersurface sections of minimally elliptic sur-

face singularities are elliptic partition curves.   Moreover, all elliptic partition
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curves appear as special hypersurface sections of cones over elliptic curves (sim-

ply elliptic singularities). This last fact is needed for the proof of Theorem 6.1.1.

Proposition 4.1.1. Let (X, 0) be a minimally elliptic surface singularity of mul-
tiplicity n + 1 > 3. The general hypersurface section (Y, 0) of (X ,0) is an

elliptic partition curve, associated with a partition n + l = nx-\-h nr.

Proof. By [3, Corollary 4.2.2] the delta invariant of (Y, 0) is ô = -Z2 = n + 1
(observe the shift from n to n + 1 in the notation), Z the fundamental cycle

of the minimal resolution, say. Also (Y, 0) is clearly Gorenstein. So the result

follows from the previous section.   G

Remark. We do not discuss the case of double point elliptic singularities here.

The reader may verify that all general hypersurface sections of minimally elliptic

singularities with Z2 = -1 or -2 are
1. ordinary cusps (for Z2 = -1),

2. tacnodes and higher cusps with equation y2 = x5 (for Z2 = -2).

As in the rational case one can say a bit more about the partition which

defines (Y,0).

Proposition 4.1.2. Let n : X —» X be the minimal resolution of X, let E =

(J/=1 E¡ be the decomposition of the exceptional curve into irreducible compo-

nents, and let Z = 5ZI=, «¿7?, be the fundamental cycle. Let r, = —E¡E¡ - 2.
Then the partition for (Y, 0) ¿s

where of course the n¡ with r¡ = 0  (Ef = -2) are omitted.

Proof. The argument is the same as in [3, 4.3.1] except that we know even a bit

more here: The fundamental cycle is an anticanonical cycle on X, and hence

by adjunction

-Z-Eí = -2-Eí-E¡.    G

4.2.   Example.
1. For all minimally elliptic singularities which have a fundamental cycle

which is a Kodaira elliptic curve, the general hypersurface section is isomorphic

to the union oi n + l lines in C" .

2. The partition (2, 1) of 3 shows up for

■ £P\ self-int.  -3

• SP1,  self-int.  -2

The reader may check this using the equation

x2y + (z2 + y3)((z + y)2 + y3) = 0.

3. To find the partition (3) look e.g. at

>^<
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with equation z3 = x4 + y4 .

4.3. In the case of rational surface singularities all the possible hypersurface

sections—the partition curves—actually show up. We do not know if the cor-

responding fact is true for minimally elliptic singularities.

We prove here that each elliptic partition curve can be obtained as a special

hypersurface section of a cone over an elliptic curve, embedded in P" by a
complete linear system of degree n+l. We show even more: there is a flat n-

parameter family of hypersurface sections on such a simply elliptic singularity,

containing all the elliptic partition curves of multiplicity n+l. This will enable

us to compute their deformation invariants.

Let for this subsection X be a fixed simply elliptic singularity of both mul-

tiplicity and embedding dimension n + 1 > 3. Let n : X -* X be the minimal

resolution, and denote the exceptional elliptic curve by E. Let L be the nor-

mal bundle of E in X, of degree -(n + l), and choose a divisor Dl for L*.

We identify the abelian group E with Pic"+1 E by means of Dl . In particular

we choose the origin in E such that the sum of the points in DL is 0.

We have to deal with families of divisors on X xT, Ta parameter space.

Lemma 4.3.1. Let T be a contractible Stein space (e.g., a ball) and let 2 be

an effective divisor on X x T. Write

k

2 = I - (E x T) + 53/„A«"), l,lv£Z,
v=\

where l-(ExT) is the vertical part of 2, proper over T. Possibly after shrink-

ing T there exists an open neighborhood UofExTinXxT and a holo-

morphic function on U with divisor 2 n U if and only if

1. for each teT  l(n + 1) = £„ /„/(AM , E x {/}),
2. for each teT the sum

k

5>P„ = 0,        {pv} = A?)r\Ex{t},

in the group E.

Proof. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows and vertical isomor-

phisms as indicated
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Hx(XxT,Z)    -»     Hx(XxT,cf)

Hx(ExT,Z)    -►     Hx(ExT,cf)

e-5   Hl(XxT,f) -^    H2(XxT,Z)    -»    0

I 1=
e-^    Hx(ExT,cf*) ■£    H2(ExT,Z)    —    0.

In particular, the remaining vertical map is an isomorphism, and for ^ to

be principal on X x r it is sufficient that the restriction to £ x r is principal.
Assume (1) and (2) hold. By (1) the image under the Chern homomorphism

c(^ n (is x T)) = 0, so we have to check that the restriction of 2 to E is

trivial in Pic°(is x T). This can be done fibre by fibre (see, e.g., [5, Chapter
III, Example 12.4]), and the claim follows.

The function with divisor 2 is now constructed using the theorem on holo-

morphic functions as in [1, Theorem 4].   G

4.4. We are going to construct such a divisor on X x T, which then by

Lemma 4.3.1 contracts to a family of hypersurface sections on the simply elliptic

singularity X. Let Po be the sum of the points of DL on the elliptic curve E.

Choose a trivializing chart U for L around Po with local coordinates x, y

such that Po = {x — y = 0}, and E = {y = 0} locally. Let to, ... , tn be local
coordinates in C"+1, and let p be so small that for \\(t0, ... , tn)\\ < 2p the

points (/,, 0) are still in U. Let

¿*/ = 0,   \\t\\<p\
i=0

T=it = (t0,...,t„)

and let 2 c U x T be the set

(E n U) x T U I (x, y, t) £ U x T\y = f[(t - t,) 1 .

After restricting I toa smaller neighborhood of E, if necessary, the divisor

2 defines a divisor on XxT which we also denote by 2 . By construction, 2

fits the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.1, i.e. there is a holomorphic function f(x, t)

on X x T with divisor 2, and there is a holomorphic function on XxT,

denoted by /, with pullback /.

Proposition 4.4.1. 1. All the elliptic partition curves associated with partitions

n + l = nx-\-vnr can be obtained as hypersurface sections of a simply elliptic

singularity of degree n + l   (« > 2).

2. There is a flat and S-constant family of hypersurface sections Yt, t £ T, of

the simply elliptic singularity X. All elliptic partition curves of multiplicity n + 1

occur in this family. The most special fibre Yq is the monomial curve. An elliptic

partition curve Y,# is adjacent to Y, if and only if the partition (n[, ... , n'r,) is

smaller than (nx, ... , nr) in the sense that after renumbering, nx = n\+ ■ ■■ +

n's¡,... , nr = n'     ,+■■- +n'r,.

Proof. (1) is obviously a consequence of (2). The family of hypersurfaces in

(2) is given by the function f,(x) = f(x, t) on XxT. The fibres of f, are
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easy to analyze: if the polynomial y = n¿=o(x _ U) nas r distinct zeroes with

multiplicities nx, ... ,nr then /(_1(0) is an elliptic partition curve of type

(«i, ... , nr). The assertions about adjacencies follow immediately.   G

5. Annihilation of T2 for elliptic partition curves

5.1. In this section we compute the T2 of elliptic partition curves. The main

finding is that they are all annihilated by the maximal ideals of their local rings.

The proof of this assertion is rather indirect though: its ingredients are the study

of the cotangent cohomology of the Gorenstein fat point which is the general

hypersurface section of such a curve singularity, and a computation of T2 of

the monomial curve with semigroup {0, n + I, ... , 2n, 2n + 2, ...} .

5.2. The general hypersurface section of an elliptic partition curve is a Goren-

stein fat point of multiplicity r + 2 = n+l in r = n-l dimensional space (cf.

[11]). Its algebra structure is given by a basis eo, ex, ... , er, er+x, where eo is
the unit element, and the only nontrivial products are

e\ = --- = e2 = er+x.

A finite free resolution of this algebra and its space of infinitesimal deformations

have been provided in [2]. We recall some data of the minimal free resolution

over the polynomial ring in r variables xx, ... , xr. Of particular interest is

the natural grading on this complex.

Proposition 5.2.1. The minimal Artinian Gorenstein algebra of embedding di-

mension r has a pure minimal free resolution. The generators of the ith module

of syzygies are in degree i + 1 for 1 < / < r — 1, and in degree r + 2 for i = r.

The ith module of syzygies is minimally generated by

b      i(r-i) (r + 2
r+l    \i+l

elements (i < r- 1, br = 1).

In particular there are (r- l)(r + 2)/2 quadratic equations for the singularity

with r(r + 2)(r-2)/3 linear relations (r > 3) and r(r- l)(r-3)(r + 2)/8 linear

second syzygies (r > A).

5.3. The next result gives the first 3 cotangent cohomology groups of this

algebra.

Proposition 5.3.1. The minimal Artinian Gorenstein algebra A of embedding

dimension r > 3 has

1. dimcT° = (r2 + r+ 2)/2.

2. dime T\ = r(r - l)(r + 4)/6, and T\ is concentrated in degree -1.

3. dime T2A = r(r + l)(r + 2)(r - 3)/12, and T2A is concentrated in degree
-2.

Proof. We give a proof for (3). We show that (T2A)d = 0 for d # -2, and then
we check the dimension formula. Recall that for a presentation of the ideal

defining the algebra A over a power series ring P,

(2) O^R-^F ^1 ^0
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and Tin C R the submodule of Koszul relations, the module T\ is the cokernel

of the natural map of ^-modules

(3) HomB(F/Ro ®PA,A)^ Hom(/?//?0, A).

By (5.2.1) the generators of 7? are in degree 3 so that there can be nothing of

degree -4 or lower in T\ . Also it is easy to check that (jTJ)-3 = 0 (cf. [12,

3.8]) since A is defined by quadratic equations with sufficiently many linear

syzygies. The nonnegative part of T\ is zero simply because there are no

elements in A of degree 3 or higher. It remains to check the degree -1. The

degree 2 part of A is the one-dimensional socle of A, and the injective map

i?3 -» 7^ in (2) is changed into its transpose when forming

HomB(F/R0 ®/> A, A)_x -» Hom(/?//?0, A)-X.

Hence the cokernel of the latter map is zero.

For degree -2 we first compute Hom(7?/7?n, A)-2 : By local duality for

the Gorenstein algebra A, which has its socle in degree 2, this homogeneous

part is dual to (R/Ro)4 . The relevant piece of the degree 4 part of the graded

resolution is
0 - (F3)4 - (F2)4 -» 7?4 - 0

and the degree 4 part of F3 is spanned by a minimal set of generators of the

second syzygies.
Subtracting the number of Koszul relations (minimal generators of 7?0) we

get

dimc(i?/i?o)4

= r2(r + 2)(r - 2)/3 - r(r - l)(r - 3)(r + 2)/8 -

= (r4-r2-12)/12.

On the degree -2 level the map (3) is injective because the chosen resolution

was minimal. Subtracting the number of equations in 7 we get

dimc(rj)_2 = r(r+l)(r + 2)(r-3)/12.   G

5.4. Now we come back to the cotangent cohomology of elliptic partition

curves.

Proposition 5.4.1. For (Y, 0) an elliptic partition curve of multiplicity n + 1,

and with r branches,

1. dimcTY = n(n + l)/2-r+l.

2. dime Ty = n(n + l)(n - 4)/6 and TY is annihilated by the maximal
ideal of the local ring.

Proof. For (i) we combine the following facts:

• ( Y, 0) is a hypersurface section of a simply elliptic singularity of degree

«+1.
• This simply elliptic singularity has dime Tx — (n + l)(n - 4)/2, and

Tx is annihilated by the maximal ideal of the local ring, because it is

concentrated in one homogeneous degree (-2) [12, 3.8].

• The dimension of the smoothing components of Y is p, = 2(n + 1) -

r+l.

(r-l)(r + 2)/2
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Plugging this into the Main Lemma we get our conclusion.

The Main Lemma applied to the Gorenstein fat point of minimal multiplicity

r + 2 = n + 1 tells us that TY is minimally generated by

r(r -l)(r + 4)/6 - (r2 + r + 2)/2 = n(n + l)(n - 4)/6

elements: the first summand is dim Tx of the fat point, and the second is the

dimension of the smoothing component, equal to dimc T° by [3, 6.3.1].

By semicontinuity of dim TY¡ in flat families we are done if we can show that

the most special elliptic partition curve—the monomial curve with semigroup

{0, n + I, ... ,2n,2n + 2, ...}—has a T2 of dimension n(n + l)(n - 4)/6.
This follows from a computation which we omit.   G

6. Proof of the main result

6.1. In this section we state and prove the main result of this article. If M is

a module over a local ring let eg M = dim M/mM, i.e. the minimal number of

generators of M. For a surface singularity X we denote n + 1 = dim m/m2

the embedding dimension. Let, moreover, n : X —> X be a resolution (usually

the minimal resolution), with E = [ji=x E¡ the exceptional divisor, and denote

the fundamental cycle by Z .

Theorem 6.1.1. For a minimally elliptic surface singularity of embedding dimen-

sion n + 1 > 5, and f the defining equation of a general hypersurface section,

1. cgTx = (n+ l)(n - 4)/2. Moreover, if mx is the maximal ideal, then

™xT2=fT2.
2. If the exceptional curve of the blow up of the maximal ideal is reduced—

i.e. if Z is reduced on non-(-2) curves—then dim Tx = (n+l)(n-A)/2.

Remark. The minimally elliptic singularities which fit the hypotheses of (2) are

exactly the Kodaira singularities. The exceptional curve on the minimal resolu-
tion of such a singularity is isomorphic (as an abstract curve) to a fibre (regular

or singular) in a fibration by elliptic curves [7, Theorem 6.2]. In particular the

following cases are included:

1. Simply elliptic singularities (type In).

2. Cusp singularities (type I¿,, b > 1 ).
3. Triangle singularities and their nonquasihomogeneous satellites (types

II, III, and IV).

An example with highly nonreduced fundamental cycle and reduced tangent

cone is the series II*   (= E&) with dual graph of the minimal resolution

12     3     4     5     6     4     2

where ■ is a rational curve of self-intersection number -b , b > 3 , and all the

other curves are rational of self-intersection number -2 . The numbers indicate

the multiplicities of the fundamental cycle.
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6.2. The proof of this theorem is given below. Its structure is analogous to

the proof of [3, 5.1.1] but some of the arguments used here are new. Part (1)

follows easily from §5 and the Main Lemma. To prove (2) we actually compute

T2 of the (nonisolated) singularity at the vertex of the tangent cone of X.

Proof. From the Main Lemma and Proposition 5.4.1 we know that

dimcT2/fT2 = (n + l)(n-A)/2.

Moreover, obviously cgTx = cgTx/fTx. If Y = /~'(0) is the hypersurface

section, then by Proposition 5.4.1, mTY = 0. Since Tx/fTx ■-» TY we get

eg T\ = eg T2/fT2 = dime T2/fT2 = (n + l)(n - 4)/2.

Now let X satisfy the conditions of the second part of the theorem. Denote

the singularity at the vertex of the tangent cone of X by X. Let C be the

projectivized tangent cone. The reduced curve C is isomorphic to the excep-

tional divisor of the first blow up of X. Our assumptions imply that C is a (in

general singular) arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay elliptic curve of degree n + 1

in P" [11, Proof of 2.8].
The singularities of C are hypersurface sections of singularities of the blow

up X, cut out by a local equation of the exceptional curve. In particular they

are hypersurfaces, and the sheaf t^c2 vanishes. Hence 7^ is supported at the

vertex, hence it is of finite dimension.

6.3. Let Tj- be the homogeneous part of degree k in the natural grading of

7y. By Theorem 5.2.2 of [3] there is an injective map

Tlk^Hl(C,J^c(k)),

JVc{k) the normal bundle, for all k . We use this to prove

Proposition 6.3.1. If X is a minimally elliptic surface singularity with reduced

tangent cone X, then dimc Tl= (n + l)(n - 4)/2 and Tj is concentrated in

degree -2.

Proof. As in [3, §5.2.3] the proof is given in 3 steps. Steps (2) and (3) are very

similar to the corresponding arguments there.

Step 1.  HX(C, JVc(k)) = 0 for k > -1. Consider the exact sequence

o -» ec(k) -+ Op* ® cfc(k) - jrc(k) ^^x(k)^o.

Since C is reduced, ET^ has support at points. Therefore HX(C, ¿7~¿(k)) = 0,

and Hx(C,yPc(k)) = 0 if HX(C, Opn ®cfc(k)) = 0. To compute the latter
cohomology group, twist and apply cohomology to the standard restricted Euler

sequence

o ^cfc ^cfc(i)n+l -*eP*®<fc^o.

This gives the vanishing of HX(C, 9p* ®cfc(k)) for k > 0 at once, because

the very ample (fc(k + 1) has vanishing cohomology. The interesting case is

k = -l.
The associated long exact cohomology sequence reads

••• - Hx(C,cfc(-l)) -^ Hx(C,cfc)"+i - HX(C, eP, ® cfc(-l)) ^0.
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We claim that the map if/ is an isomorphism.
To prove this assertion apply Serre duality on C. The dualizing module of

C is ifc as can be seen, for example, by adjunction formula on X. The dual

map is
if/* : H°(C, c?c)n+l - H°(C, cfc(l)),

and y/* is the restriction to C of the corresponding map on P" ,

77°(P" , cfPn)n+x -+ 77°(P", cfP»(l)).

By [5, II.8.13] this is the degree-1 piece of the first differential of the Koszul
complex on projective «-space. It maps the /th basis vector on the left-hand

side to the /th homogeneous coordinate x, of P" , i — 0, ... , n. The curve

C is not contained in any hyperplane of P", so if/* is injective, and hence

surjective because both source and target have the same dimension n + 1.

Step 2.   Tj    = 0 for k < -3 . This is proved exactly as in §5.2.3(2) of [3].

Step 3. Application of the Main Lemma. Since we know that Tx is concen-

trated in one degree it is automatically annihilated by the maximal ideal. All

we have to do is to compute the corank. But the general hypersurface section

is the singularity of n + 1 lines in «-space, which proves the proposition.   G

To finish the proof, observe that there is a normally flat deformation 4> :

3? -* (D, 0) with a section a : (D, 0) —> Sf, and a good representative </> :

Sf -> D such that for / e D\{0} the singularity (Sft, a(t)) £ X, and ^o = X ■
Semicontinuity establishes

dimri = (/i + l)(/!-4)/2.   a

6.4. Theorem 6.1.1 does not extend to minimally elliptic surface singularities

with nonreduced projective tangent cone. The first counterexample follows.

Example. Let X be a singularity of embedding dimension 7 with dual resolu-

tion graph

all self-intersection numbers are -3

Such an X can be chosen to be quasihomogeneous with weights 2 (xx, x2)

and 3 (x3, ... , x7) for the generators of the affine algebra. In the most sym-

metric case the equations are

X[X4 — X2X3 ,  X1X5 — X2X4 ,  X1X5 — X2X5 ,  X2X7 — X2X6 ,

2
X2X5 — X4 ,  X3X(¡ — X4X5 ,  X3X7 — X4X6 ,

2 2
X4X6 — X5 ,  X4X7 — X5X5 ,  X5X7  X^ ,

X3X4 — X5X6 + X¡ ,  X4X5 — X6X7 + X1X2 ,

X4 — X^ + X| X2 ,  X5 — X-j + X2 .
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The fundamental cycle, Z , is not reduced; the central curve appears with mul-

tiplicity 2. Since X resolves in one blow up, it is clear that the tangent cone is

also nonreduced.

Using the computer-algebra program Macaulay, written by D. Bayer and M.

Stillman, we find that

divnc(Tx)k!\, -

r 5,
3,

5.

2,

1,

10,

which can also be checked by [12], and

dimc (7% = «

r 2,
5,

1,

10,

k = -3,

k = -2,

k = -l,

k = 0,

k = 2,

otherwise,

rC = -6,

k = -5,

k = -A,

otherwise.

We also checked the obstruction space of the (nonreduced) singularity at the

vertex of the affine tangent cone X. The result was that already there dim Tj- =

8 with 7 dimensions in degree -2 as suggested by Proposition 6.3.1, and one

additional element in degree (-1 ). Since exactly the same phenomenon already

occurred for our counterexample 5.5 of [3] we would like to raise the following

question:

For a rational or minimally elliptic singularity X with Tí. = 0 for X the

first blow up, is dim Tx - dim Tj- ?
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